BEER FLIGHT
FOUR - 5oz TASTERS 10

BLOCKTOBERHEAD MARZEN STYLE ALE

SPACEDUST IPA

The air is getting crisp, football is back, fall is in the air. We are
celebrating the change in the seasons with our twist on a traditional
Oktoberfest bier. We used Pale, Vienna, Munich, Cara 45 and
SORRY FOLKS, FLIGHTS ARE UNAVAILABLE ON EVENT DAYS
Special B all in the mash. Bittered with Magnum, flavor and aroma
additions of Saaz and Celeia. Don’t let this beer get pulled out from
under you, or you’ll be a Blockhead. Sigh* Better not miss it!.

A totally nebular IPA. The hopping is pure starglow energy, with Chinook
to bitter and late and dry additions of Citra and Amarillo. Combine
Superfuzz to create a Fuzzduster!

6.3% ABV | PINT 6

50 SHADES OF GREEN FRESH HOP PALE
Fresh is right—fresh hops, that is—in this bodice ripper of a
Pale bittered with tamely kinky Polaris and finished with the
wet wet Mosaic hops grown by Perrault and Loftus Farms and
hand-picked from the vine by a group of Elysian volunteers
and staff. A basic malt bill of pale, Munich and C-45 malts is
masked, tied down and dominated by its hop counterpart.

6% ABV | PINT 6

AVATAR JASMINE IPA
Brewed with Pale, 45° Crystal, Munich and Cara-hell malts. Bittered
with German Northern Brewer and finished with Glacier and Amarillo
hops. Dried jasmine flowers added in the boil and hopback.

6.3% ABV | PINT 6

DESIGNERS ON STRIKE IPA
Our demands are simple: We want an IPA with bold aromas of
lemon, coconut, and orange with a light toasty malt note. Malts:
Pale, Cararye, Flaked Barley. Hops: Idaho , Sorachi Ace, Simcoe.

7.5% ABV | PINT 6

SNAIL BONES MANIC IPA SERIES
Let loose your love darts and give bones to a beer full of grapefruit,
peach, guava and grape notes. Bittered with Galaxy and Hallertau
Blanc, and finished with Mosaic, Hallertau Blanc and Huell Melon.

8.5% ABV | SCHOONER ONLY 6

RHUBARBARELLA BRETT PALE
Unlike most Dino de Laurentis productions, Rhubarbarella is
complex and refreshing, an idea of Kevin Watson’s for warm
summer weather---rhubarb season, in fact. It couldn’t have
happened without the willingness of our crack kitchen staff at
Elysian Fields, who cooked down and pureed 45 pounds of
chopped fresh rhubarb for addition to the fermenter. The malt
bill was fairly simple with pale, biscuit, wheat and Paolisade
was added to the bitter. The beer was isothermically
fermented and then warm conditioned with 100%
Brettanomyces to a freshly aromatic Rhubarb T.

5.5% ABV | PINT 6

DRAGONSTOOTH IMPERIAL STOUT
The name is referential to the founders of Thebes, warriors who
sprang from the earth when the teeth of a slain dragon were sown
by Cadmus. Made with 10% rolled oats, roasted barley, Crystal,
Munich and chocolate malts. Bittered with Magnum, finished with
Cascade and Centennial hops.

8.1% ABV | PINT 6

SAVANT IPA
Without knowing quite why, Savant IPA knows a lot. It knows that it’s
built on Northwest 2-row malt, with touches of Munich, Cara-red and
C-120 Crystal. It knows that it weighs in at around 6.3% alcohol by
volume, that it’s bittered with Northwest Chinook and finished with
fruit-juicy New Zealand Nelson Sauvin hops. It knows that 22
ounces is the same as a touch over 650 milliliters (and 13012 drops
for anyone who’s counting), but what it mainly knows is that it’s a
great beer.

6.3% ABV | PINT 6

IMMORTAL IPA
A Northwest interpretation of a classic English style, golden copper
in color and loaded with New World hop flavor and aroma. Brewed
with Pale, Munich, Crystal and Cara-hell malts. Bittered with
Chinook, finished with Amarillo and Centennial hops. 62 IBU

6.3% ABV | PINT 6

8.2% ABV | PINT 6

FRENETIC BELGIAN IPA
New hops out of South Africa, Southern Passion and African Queen,
excite us to no end. Our minds raced with the thoughts of passionfruit,
dankness, currants and berry flavors and aromas we’d experience.
Pairing these hops with a slightly spicy Belgian yeast and a malt bill
consisting of Pale/Vienna/Biscuit/Special B, Frenetic is an IPA thrill that
will make you go manic as well.

8% ABV | PINT 6

DEF LEPPARD PALE ALE
Two fanatics of their craft, Def Leppard and Elysian have joined
Forces to bring you a collision of legendary British ale with Northwest
Hops. Can you handle it?

6% ABV | PINT 6

THE NOISE PALE ALE
This drinkable pale ale swaggers with Mandarina Bavarla and
Hallertau Blanc Hops that tackle your tastebuds with hints of citrus,
candied orange and vanilla. The noise is as much a home-field
advantage as 67,000 voices in a unified roar…plus, all that
screaming can make the 12’s thirsty. It’s loud and proud!

5.1% ABV | PINT 6

ZEPHRYUS PILSNER
The gentlest of the Sylvan deities, embodied in the western wind which
blows across the Elysian Fields. Bittered with German
Northern Brewer and finished with Czech Saaz Hops.

4.7% ABV | PINT 6

VALKYRIE STRONG ALE
Named for the Norse Harbingers of death-warrior demi-goddesses who
select those who die with honor. Valkyrie is mostly Pale malt, with 10%80 Lovibond Crystal malt and some Black malt. Bittered with Centennial
and finished with German Borthern Brewer Hops..

8.3% ABV | SCHOONER ONLY 6

MEN’S ROOM ORIGINAL RED
Brewed for the KISW radio program of the same name, Men’s Room is
amber in color with a light hop aroma and a toasty malt finish. Brewed
with crisp 77 Crystal, Munich, Cara-hell, Cara-red and Cara-vienne.
Bittered with Chinook and finished with Cascade.

5.6% ABV | PINT 6

SIDE SCATTER GOLDEN ALE
Side Scatter is a little of this, a little of that. Pale, DexPils and
Acidulated make up the light and crisp malt base. Northern Brewer
and Sorachi Ace to bitter, Comet and Eureka for some pine and
citrus in the flavor and aroma. A bit of Indian Coriander and a
generous amount of Lemon Peel were added late to boost the fruity,
spicy and citrus notes.

4.3% ABV | PINT 6

THE FIX CHOCO COFFEE IMPERIAL STOUT
Dark, rich and roasty with Stumptown coffee and aged on cocoa nibs
sourced by Theo chocolate, this stout is complex and full of your favorite
dark matter. Beer. Chocolate. Coffee. Whatever your jones, we’ve got
the fix.

8.9% ABV | SCHOONER ONLY 6

GUEST TAPS

AVID BLACKBERRY CIDER
6.2% ABV | PINT 7

DAYGLOW IPA
This is a beer with the insistent beat of hops, as driving and inevitable
as a Full Moon party in Haad Rin. It drips with tropical, sunshiny
Mosaic, and twinkles with touches of El Dorado and Centennial. A
touch of wheat hazes the malt bill
a bit around the edges, and the IBUs are stuck in the
mid-sixties.

7.4 ABV | PINT 6

JOIN US AT TANGLETOWN
EVERY SATURDAY FOR JAZZ BRUNCH
11AM – 1:30PM
Why not ease into the weekend with pancakes, eggs, bacon
and beers, alongside live jazz on Saturdays from 11am – 1:30pm.
Bring the whole family!

